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Polarization selective spectroscopy experiments:
methodology and pitfalls
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We analyze the effectiveness of various practical implementations of time-dependent pump–probe and tran-
sient grating polarization-selective experiments. A variety of optical arrangements are analyzed in the Jones
matrix calculus framework. The optical arrangements that permit the correct determination of the time-
dependent orientational and excited-state population dynamics are delineated. It is shown that magic angle
transient grating experiments yield pure population dynamics under certain conditions only. The effectiveness
of spectrally resolved magic angle pump–probe and transient grating experiments that use a monochromator
are shown to be dependent on the position of an analyzing polarizer along the experimental beam path relative
to various other optical elements. The spectrally resolved experiments will measure pure population dynamics
only if a polarizer is placed immediately after the sample. The effectiveness of experiments measuring orien-
tational dynamics by separately measuring the probe signal with its polarization parallel and perpendicular to
the pump polarization is not constrained by the conditions imposed on the magic angle experiments. © 2005
Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 320.7150, 320.7100.
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. INTRODUCTION
he use of polarization-selective techniques is common in
any time-resolved optical spectroscopy experiments.
hese include pump–probe anisotropy experiments to
tudy orientational dynamics of molecular systems.1–3

ransient grating experiments, related in nature to
ump–probe experiments, are also used for such
tudies.4–6 Experiments, both pump–probe and transient
rating, that recover excited-state population lifetime dy-
amics independently of orientational relaxation contri-
utions are also routinely performed in a so-called magic
ngle configuration.1,2,7 These experiments have in com-
on the careful manipulation of the polarizations of the

nteracting optical pulses and polarization-selective de-
ection of the signal. The theoretical aspects of polariza-
ion experiments are well developed and chronicled.2,8,9

owever, the theoretical studies do not take into account
he many complications that arise from the practical
mplementations of the detection schemes. Optical ele-

ents, for example, simple metallic mirrors, polarizers,
ave plates, and diffraction gratings, need to be placed
long the path of the light beams. These optical elements
nevitably affect the polarization of the light beams in-
olved in the experiments.

Until recently, the bulk of polarization spectroscopy ex-
eriments had been performed in the visible or UV spec-
ral region to study electronic transitions. It is only re-
ently, with the development and refinement of intense
nfrared ultrafast laser sources, that similar polarization
xperiments have been performed on molecular vibra-
ions. Ultrafast spectroscopy of vibrational systems has to
ake into consideration the 0–1 as well as the 1–2 vibra-
ional transition. Hence frequency resolving the signal
ith a monochromator before detection is often done to

eparate the 0–1 and 1–2 transition contributions.10–14
0740-3224/05/092009-9/$15.00 © 2
pectrally resolved pump–probe experiments are also
seful in the visible–UV to isolate the signal from a par-
icular species. The addition of a monochromator results
n certain somewhat subtle issues of what is actually be-
ng observed in a given experiment. For instance, diffrac-
ion gratings in monochromators affect the polarization of
he light fields. The placement of polarizers along the op-
ical path relative to other optical elements alters the fi-
al measurement of the signal.
Although the literature on the theoretical aspects of po-

arization spectroscopy is rich, literature regarding the
onsistent practical implementation of these experiments
s lacking. In this paper we use the Jones matrix
ormulism15,16 to analyze some relevant optical setups for
olarization-selective spectroscopy. The Jones matrix for-
alism has been used to analyze linear and circular di-

hroism spectroscopy17,18 and optical Kerr effect
xperiments.19 We use a similar approach and consider
he effect of other polarization-selective optical elements
n the experimental observables. It is shown that fre-
uently the simplest implementation of polarization spec-
roscopy can lead to erroneous results. In Section 2 we de-
cribe the Jones matrices for the optical elements and the
ignal generation and detection that are relevant for vari-
us experiments. In Section 3 we analyze the signals mea-
ured in a magic angle configuration in pump–probe and
ransient grating experiments in various experimental
etups. In Section 4 we consider experiments that mea-
ure orientational anisotropy decay. We summarize the
esults of our analysis in Section 5.

. FORMALISM
he Jones matrix calculus15,16 is a useful representation

or the mathematical manipulation of polarized light. A
ight field Ei propagating along the z axis can be written
s

005 Optical Society of America
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E� i��i� = Ai exp�− i�t��x̂ exp�i��cos �i + ŷ sin �i�, �1�

here Ai is the complex amplitude of the light field, x̂ and
ˆ are unit vectors that represent the light-field polariza-
ion direction, �i is the angle of polarization of the light
eld from the x axis, and � denotes the relative phase
hift between the two polarization components. The light
eld as described in Eq. (1) can also be represented by a
ector with polarization-direction unit vectors x̂ and ŷ as
he basis set:

E� i��i� = �exp�i��cos �i

sin �i
� . �2�

or brevity we have suppressed the oscillatory term
xp�−i�t� in Eq. (2). Amplitude term Ai is also omitted
ecause we are interested only in the relative amplitudes
f the polarization components rather than in the abso-
ute amplitudes. Without any loss of generality we define
he direction along the x axis as the direction of the polar-
zation of the pump pulse(s) in the pump–probe and tran-
ient grating experiments. The x-axis and y-axis direc-
ions are termed parallel (�) and perpendicular (�),
espectively. Another common convention can be used
hen we consider the reflection or diffraction from sur-

aces. S and P polarization, respectively, represent the po-
arization perpendicular and parallel to the plane of inci-
ent and reflection (or diffraction). On an optical table,
irrors and gratings are usually placed in such as way

hat the surfaces are perpendicular to the laser table. In
his case, assuming that the polarization of the pump
ulse(s) is parallel to the laser table, the x axis and the
arallel (�) axis correspond to P polarization and the y
xis and the perpendicular (�) axis correspond to S polar-
zation. These are the conventions that are used for this
aper, and they are depicted in Fig. 1.
In the Jones matrix calculus, optical elements such as

olarizers, wave plates, and mirrors are represented by

ig. 1. Axis system and conventions used to describe the pump-
nd probe-pulse polarization. The propagation direction is along
he z axis. The polarization of the pump pulse(s) is along the x
xis, which is also termed the parallel (�) axis. Angle � of the
robe-beam polarization or polarizer settings is referenced from
he x axis.
perator matrices. These operator matrices transform the
ight-field vectors in the same manner that the optical el-
ments transform the light fields’ polarization.

Polarizers are used extensively in polarization-selective
xperiments. The matrix operator for a polarizer set at
ngle � from the x–z plane (Fig. 1) can be described by

P��� = � cos2 � cos � sin �

cos � sin � sin2 �
� . �3�

Metallic mirrors are a mainstay of optical experiments.
etallic mirrors are not ideal reflectors. On reflection, S

nd P polarization, in general, acquire different phase
hifts.20 The relative phase shift � between S and P polar-
zation can be considerable. For a single reflection from a
ilver mirror at 45° incident angle, this value is estimated
o be 2.6° and 26° at 5 �m and 500 nm, respectively.21

urthermore, commercially available metallic mirrors of-
en come with dielectric or oxide coatings over the metal
urfaces for protective and reflection-enhancing purposes.
uch coatings contribute to the phase-shift difference be-
ween S and P polarization. Relative phase shift � that is
mparted to the light field by reflecting or diffracting from

metallic surface is described by the matrix operator

M = �exp�i�� 0

0 1� . �4�

n general, for a linearly polarized light field impinging
pon a metal mirror surface the reflected light will be el-

iptical if the incident polarization is not strictly S or P.
ere we are taking the reflectivity for S and P polariza-

ion to be identical. In practice, the reflectivities are quite
imilar but not identical. (For a silver mirror at 500 nm
ith a 45° incident angle the reflectivities are �98% and
96% for S and P polarization, respectively; there is neg-

igible difference at 5 �m). The influence of the difference
n reflectivity is discussed below.

Polarization-selective optics are defined here as optical
lements that have a different transmittance or reflec-
ance for different polarizations of the incident light field.
or example, a diffraction grating has a diffraction effi-
iency that depends on whether the incident light is P or

polarized.22 For instance, a 120 groove/mm diffraction
rating blazed for 4 �m wavelength light has a 1.5 times
etter diffraction efficiency for P polarization than for S
olarization for 4 �m light. The effect of the difference in
fficiency is represented by

T = �� 0

0 �
� , �5�

here �2 and �2 are, respectively, the efficiencies of
ransmittance–reflectance for the parallel and perpen-
icular components of the light fields at the intensity
evel. This operator can also be applied to other
olarization-selective optics such as beam splitters.
Interaction of the light field with the sample under

tudy can be treated within the framework of diagram-
atic perturbation theory. In this context, pump–probe

nd transient grating spectroscopies are similar experi-
ents that can be described in terms of third-order non-

inear polarization processes.23 In a transient grating ex-
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eriment, two pump pulses with directional vectors k1
nd k2 that are coincident in time interact with the
ample. After a delay �, a third pulse, in the direction k3,
nteracts with the sample and creates a signal light field
hat propagates in the ks=−k1+k2+k3 direction. In a
ore physically intuitive description, the two pump

ulses produce an optical interference pattern that ex-
ites the sample with a spatial distribution of excitation
hat mimics the interference pattern. Where there is ex-
itation (fringe peaks), the sample’s optical susceptibility
s different from that at positions where there is no exci-
ation. The spatially periodic variation in the susceptibil-
ty acts as a diffraction grating that diffracts a portion of
he probe pulse. The diffracted portion decays in a man-
er determined by the population and orientational dy-
amics of the sample. The first-order diffraction of the
robe pulse from the grating is the transient grating sig-
al’s light field. The detected signal is the absolute value
quared of the signal field.

In a pump–probe experiment, a pump pulse creates ex-
ited states, resulting in a reduction in the ground-state
opulation (a bleach). After a delay �, a probe pulse’s
ransmission is measured. In comparison to the transmis-
ion with no pump, the probe’s transmission is modified
y the reduction in absorption that arises from the
leaching and amplification of the probe by simulated
mission from the excited states. Although the ground-
tate and excited-state dynamics are not necessarily the
ame,12 for our purposes here it is sufficient to take the
ime dependence of the two contributions to the signal to
e identical. None of the issues addressed below is
hanged if the ground-state and excited-state dynamics
iffer. This transient change in transmission of the probe
ulse in a pump–probe experiment can be viewed as a sig-
al field created by the interactions of the pump and
robe pulses with the sample propagating in the ks=
k1+k1+k2 direction, where k1 and k2 in this case are
he directional vectors of the pump and the probe pulses,
espectively. Following the sample, the signal is collinear
ith the probe pulse. The probe pulse acts as a local os-

illator field and heterodynes with the signal field to yield
he pump–probe signal.23,24 The heterodyne detected na-
ure of the signal in a pump–probe experiment is elabo-
ated on a few paragraphs below. We henceforth treat the
ransient grating and pump–probe signal fields similarly,
s both arising from the third-order material polarization
f the sample.

We assume in this analysis that both orientational and
opulation dynamics are slow compared with the pulse
uration of the interacting light fields, permitting the use
f delta functions to model the interacting light fields.
ith the pump pulse(s) having parallel polarization, the

esultant signal field polarization, as a function of the po-
arization of the probe-pulse polarization, is

E� si��,�pi� = S���E� pi��pi�, �6�

here S��� is the sample signal matrix that generates sig-
al field E� si�� ,�pi� immediately after the sample, given an

ncident probe field E� pi��pi�. E� pi��pi� is the initial probe
eld immediately before the sample. Within the diagram-
atic perturbation theory framework, E� �� � is un-
pi pi
hanged by the sample. E� si�� ,�pi� and E� pi��pi� are the sig-
al and the probe fields, respectively, that emerge from
he sample before the influence of any subsequent optical
lements. � is the delay between the pump pulse(s) and
he probe pulse. An equality sign is used in Eq. (6) instead
f a proportionality sign to simplify the notation because
e are interested in the relative amplitudes of the polar-

zation components of the signal field, not in the absolute
mplitude. Sample signal matrix S��� can be written as

S��� = �R���� 0

0 R����� , �7�

here R���� and R���� are the orientational response
unctions for the parallel and perpendicular components,
espectively:

R���� = 1
3�1 + 4

5C2����P���, �8�

R���� = 1
3�1 − 2

5C2����P���. �9�

��� describes the excited-state population relaxation,
nd the orientational relaxation C2���= 	P2��̂�t� · �̂�0��
 is
epresented by the orientation autocorrelation function
or the second-order Legendre polynomial �P2� of the tran-
itional dipole moment unit vector.8,9 Cast in the lan-
uage of diagrammatic perturbation theory, R� and R�

re, respectively, the third-order nonlinear tensorial po-
arization elements RXXXX and RYYXX.9

Detectors used for optical experiments measure the in-
ensity of the impinging signal. For a pump–probe experi-
ent we can view the measurement made by the detector

s the heterodyne detection of the signal field �E� sf
* �, with

he probe beam providing the local oscillator field �E� pf�.
23

�
sf and E� pf are, respectively, the final signal and probe
elds after they have passed through all optical elements
hat come after the sample. Then the detected signal is25

SPP = 2 Re�E� sf
* · E� pf�. �10�

n contrast, the signal from a transient grating experi-
ent is usually homodyne detected. The outgoing signal

ropagates in a unique direction, and it does not overlap
he probe pulse spatially. Then the transient grating sig-
al is the absolute square of the signal field:

STG = E� sf
* · E� sf. �11�

. MAGIC ANGLE EXPERIMENTS TO
EASURE POPULATION-RELAXATION
YNAMICS
ne common use of polarization-selective spectroscopy is

o study population dynamics following electronic or vi-
rational excitation of a sample of molecules that are also
ndergoing orientational relaxation. In a pump–probe ex-
eriment, if the probe pulse polarization is at the magic
ngle �ma=54.7°, the resultant probe signal as a function
f delay time � will not contain contributions from orien-
ational dynamics, provided that the experiment is prop-
rly implemented. The time-dependent signal is purely
ue to the excited-population-state lifetime1–3 or possibly
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o other processes, such as photochemistry,12 that can af-
ect the population of excited states. In practice, to per-
orm the experiments one needs to place various optical
lements along the beam path. These elements, as we
how below, may or may not affect the polarization-
ensitive signal measured. In this section we consider
arious cases that are likely to be encountered in setting
p pump–probe or transient grating magic angle experi-
ents. We analyze the experiments performed to deter-
ine whether they are indeed magic angle experiments

hat yield only population dynamics without contribu-
ions from orientational dynamics.

We consider various possible placements of optics. Col-
mn 2 of Table 1 lists the operators in the sequence of
heir placement (first element at the right) along the path
f the signal after the sample cell for the various cases.
ases A–H are for a probe beam with its polarization
xed at the magic angle. In case I we consider instead a

Table 1. Implementations That May Give
and Transient Gra

ase
Optical

Operatora Signal Field, Esf

A IEk��ma� � R����cos �ma

R����sin �ma
�

B MEk��ma� �exp�i��R����cos �ma

R����sin �ma
�

C P��ma�Ek��ma� �R� cos2 �ma + R� sin2 �ma��cos �ma

sin �ma
�

D MP��ma�Ek��ma� �R� cos2 �ma + R� sin2 �ma��exp�i��cos �

sin �ma

E P��ma�MEk��ma� �exp�i��R� cos2 �ma + R� sin2 �ma��cos �

sin �

F TEk��ma� � �R����cos �ma

�R����sin �ma
�

G TMP��ma�Ek��ma� �R� cos2 �ma + R� sin2 �ma��� exp�i��cos

� sin �ma

H P��ma�TMEk��ma� �� exp�i��R� cos2 �ma + �R� sin2 �ma��co

si

I P��ma�Ek��N� �R� cos �N cos �ma + R� sin �N sin �ma��c

s

aFor the probe field, Ek=Epi. For the signal field, Ek=Esi=SEpi, with S defined i
bY, yes; N, no.
robe polarized at an angle other than the magic angle.
or all cases A–I to be discussed, we assume that the im-
inging probe field is linearly polarized, i.e., that �=0° in
q. (2). We can ensure linear polarization by placing the
olarizer (or half-wave plate) that is used to control the
robe polarization immediately before the sample. The
orms for final polarization of the signal and probe beams
re evaluated and listed in columns 3 and 4, respectively,
f Table 1. The heterodyne (pump–probe) and homodyne
transient grating) signals are evaluated in accordance
ith Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively. From the resultant
xpressions, we deduce whether the signal contains only
xcited-state population dynamics without an orienta-
ional dynamics component in it.

A population-dynamics-only signal will occur solely
hen the detected signal contains the terms of the paral-

el and perpendicular orientational response functions in
he form

ulation-Only Dynamics for Pump–Probe
(TG) Experiments

Probe Field, Epf

Population Onlyb

Pump–
Probe

Transient
Grating

�cos �ma

sin �ma
� Y N

�exp�i��cos �ma

sin �ma
� Y N

�cos �ma

sin �ma
� Y Y

�exp�i��cos �ma

sin �ma
� Y Y

�exp�i��cos2 �ma + sin2 �ma��cos �ma

sin �ma
� N N

�� cos �ma

� sin �ma
� N N

�� exp�i��cos �ma

� sin �ma
� Y Y

�� exp�i��cos2 �ma + �sin2 �ma��cos �ma

sin �ma
� N N

�cos �N cos �ma + sin �N sin �ma��cos �ma

sin �ma
� N N

�.
Pop
ting

ma�
ma

ma
�

�ma�
s �ma

n �ma
�

os �ma

in �ma
�

n Eq. �7
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S��� 	 R����cos2 �ma + R����sin2 �ma = R���� + 2R���� 	 P���.

�12�

his form ensures that the two response functions [Eqs.
8) and (9)] are in the exact ratio such that the orienta-
ional contributions are canceled out. It does not matter
hether the right-hand side of the first line of Eq. (12) is
ultiplied by a constant or raised to a power. Only popu-

ation dynamics will be measured, so long as the result
ontains exactly this form and no other terms contain R�

nd R�. The presence or absence of the term in this form
s listed as a Y (yes) or N (no) entry in the last two col-
mns of Table 1 for the pump–probe and transient grat-

ng experiments.
To obtain the results discussed below, we use Table 1 in

he following manner: The columns labeled Signal Field
nd Probe Field give the forms for the final fields (E� sf and

�
pf) after the initial fields (E� si and E� pi) have passed

hrough all relevant optical elements. The fields are given
s column vectors. We obtain the final signal field and
robe field by operating the string of operators, one for
ach optical element, on the initial fields, E� si and E� pi, with

�
si=SE� pi [see Eq. (7)]. Then the pump–probe and tran-

ient grating signals are given by Eqs. (10) and (11). The
ast two columns in Table 1 tell whether the signals pro-
uced in fact are magic angle signals that give only the
opulation dynamics, that is, where the signals meet the
ondition given in relation (12).

Case A
ase A occurs if there are no optics between the sample
nd the detector; i.e., only the identity operator,

I = �1 0

0 1� , �13�

perates on the initial fields. The measured pump–probe
ignal as a function of delay � is

SPP��� 	 R����cos2 �ma + R����sin2 �ma, �14�

hich gives a signal containing purely population dynam-
cs [relation (12)].

For a transient grating experiment, the homodyne de-
ection yields a signal

STG��� 	 R�
2���cos2 �ma + R�

2���sin2 �ma. �15�

s can be seen, the resultant value is not relation (12)
ultiplied by a constant or raised to a power. Hence a ho-
odyne detected transient grating signal produced from a

robe (third) pulse that is set at the magic angle from the
ump (first and second) pulses does not yield a purely
opulation-dynamics signal in the simplest situation in
hich there are no other optical elements after the

ample.

Case B
n practice, mirrors are needed to direct the signal from
he sample to the detector. Reflection from a metal mirror
ntroduces a phase shift that is different for S and P po-
arization. Because a magic angle probe pulse produces
ignal pulses (transmitted signal for pump–probe and dif-
racted signal pulse for a transient grating) that are nei-
her purely S nor purely P polarized, the reflection from
he metallic surface will result in elliptically polarized
ight. In the signal and probe fields given in Table 1 the
llipticity appears as the phase factor, exp�i��. For the
ump–probe experiment the scalar product of the com-
lex conjugate of the signal field and the probe field is
aken [Eq. (10)], and the phase factors are eliminated. For
he transient grating experiment the scalar product of the
omplex conjugate of the signal field and the signal field is
aken [Eq. (11)], and again the phase factors are elimi-
ated. The results show that the phase shifts introduced
y a mirror or a number of mirrors have no effect on the
ature of the signal. Both pump–probe (heterodyne) and
ransient grating (homodyne) experiments give the same
esult as does case A.

Case C
e next consider a polarizer set at magic angle �ma im-
ediately after the sample, with no mirrors or other op-

ical elements after the sample other than the polarizer.
he resultant final signal field after the signal has gone

hrough the polarizer is

E� sf = P��ma�E� si��,�ma� = �R� cos2 �ma + R� sin2 �ma�


�cos �ma

sin �ma
� . �16�

he polarizer has no effect on the probe pulse, as the
robe pulse is already polarized at the magic angle. The
esultant heterodyne signal [Eq. (10)] is SPP
�R� cos2 �ma+R� sin2 �ma�, the desired population dy-
amics. The transient grating signal [Eq. (11)] is

STG��� 	 �R����cos2 �ma + R����sin2 �ma�2. �17�

hen a polarizer is placed at the magic angle after the
ample, the transient grating signal yields pure popula-
ion dynamics, in contrast to the results for case A. Ob-
erve that in the signal field of relation (16), the
rientational-dynamics-free term [relation (12)] is already
ormed and falls outside the polarization vector. Hence
ny subsequent distortion and manipulation of the polar-
zation of the signal field will not affect the orientational-
ynamics-free term. This useful fact will manifest itself
gain in case D as well as in others that we are consider-
ng.

Case D
more realistic setup than case C is the placement of the

olarizer (adjusted to the magic angle) immediately after
he sample and followed by mirrors to direct the signal or
robe beams or both to the detector. Again, we consider
he ellipticity resulting from reflections off the metallic
irrors. The analysis shows that the result is the same as

n case C. From Table 1, signal and probe fields contain
hase factors that vanish when the scalar product be-
ween a field and a complex-conjugate field is taken. Both
he pump–probe and transient grating experiments give
rientational-dynamics-free signals. This is to be ex-
ected, as was pointed out for case C, because any ma-
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ipulation of the polarization after the analyzing polar-
zer does not affect the orientational-dynamics-free term
n the signal.

In light of the analysis of cases B–D, it should be
ointed out that in some reports in the literature in which
ransient grating experiments are employed there is no
ttempt to draw a difference, as far as the we can tell, be-
ween a transient grating experiment that is performed
ith or without an analyzing polarizer adjusted to the
agic angle.4,5

Case E
lthough the situations described for cases C and D per-
it the use of a magic angle transient grating experi-
ent, it is important to consider the effect of placing one

r more mirrors after the sample but before a polarizer
et at the magic angle for both the transient grating and
ump–probe experiments. As can be seen from the expres-
ions listed in Table 1, neither pump–probe nor transient
rating signals give pure population dynamics. One or
ore mirrors introduce a phase shift, �, between the two

olarization components of the fields. The pump–probe
ignal is given by

SPP��� 	 R�����1 + 2 cos �� + 2R�����cos � + 2�. �18�

epending on the value of �, the relative contributions of
���� and R���� to the measured signal vary.
To illustrate how the measured pump–probe signal de-

iates from the magic angle condition as a function of el-
ipticity, we define a quantity Q that is the absolute value
f the ratio of the orientational-dynamics amplitude to
he population-dynamics-only amplitude. For instance,
he Q values for the measurement of pure R���� signal and
ure R���� signal [Eqs. (8) and (9)] are 0.8 and 0.4, respec-
ively, whereas a signal that is due to pure population dy-
amics has a Q=0 value. Q is plotted in Fig. 2 as a func-
ion of phase shift �. For a phase shift of nearly 180°, the

ig. 2. Q is the absolute value of the ratio of the amplitude of
he orientational-dynamics component to the amplitude of the
opulation-dynamics component that is measured in a pump–
robe experiment under the conditions presented for case E. Q,
alculated from relation (18), is plotted as a function of �, the
hase shift introduced between the S and P components by re-
ection from one or several mirrors. A signal time dependence
hat arises from purely population dynamics occurs for Q=0.
value is 1.6. In this situation the measured signal con-
ains twice the orientational dynamics component than in
nonmagic angle experiment, which just measures R����.
he phase-shift value mentioned in Section 2 for a single
eflection from a silver surface of a beam in the visible is
=26° at 500 nm. In this case it takes only four or five
irrors before a supposedly magic angle experiment is

egraded to the point that a signal is obtained with simi-
ar orientational-dynamics contamination as in an experi-

ent measuring only R����. At mid-infrared wavelengths
he problem is less serious but may still give a measur-
ble difference, depending on the population relaxation
��� and orientational relaxation C2���.
The transient grating signal for this case is described

y the equation

STG��� 	 R�
2��� + 4R�

2��� + 4 cos � R����R����. �19�

s can be seen, the transient grating signal also does not
easure solely the population dynamics.

Case F
n case F and in the next few cases we consider the inclu-
ion of optics in the experimental setup that does not
ave the same effect on S and P polarizations. Such optics
re, for example, a diffraction grating and a beam splitter.
n many situations, one conducts wavelength-selective ex-
eriments by passing the signal through a monochro-
ator. Ultrafast spectroscopy of vibrational systems uses

ulses with broad bandwidths that span the 0–1 as well
s the 1–2 transition. Hence frequency-resolved detection
f the signal is often used to separate the 0–1 and 1–2
ransitions.14 One can achieve frequency resolution fol-
owing broadband pumping by sending the signal and
robe beams through a monochromator before the detec-
or. The polarization-selective optics in this case is a dif-
raction grating in the monochromator. Diffraction grat-
ngs, in general, diffract the S and P polarization of the
ncident light with different efficiencies. The resultant
ump–probe signal is

SPP��� 	 �2R����cos2 �ma + �2R����sin2 �ma

= �2R���� + 2�2R���� �20�

see Eq. (5)]. Unless �=�, i.e., unless the diffraction grat-
ng has equal diffraction efficiency for both polarizations,
he resultant signal will not reflect the population-only
ynamics that is obtained from a magic angle experiment
n the absence of a monochromator. It is theoretically pos-
ible to adjust incoming probe angle �p to compensate for
he efficiency discrepancy by satisfying the relation

2�2 cos2 �p = �2 sin2 �p. �21�

enerally, the efficiency difference for the two polariza-
ions is a function of wavelength, and the angle would
eed to be determined and adjusted for each wavelength.
his compensation scheme will not be applicable if an ar-
ay detector (CCD or IR array) is used to detect the signal
imultaneously over a broad spectral range. For the tran-
ient grating experiment, the signal does not contain
olely population dynamics. In the absence of the mono-
hromator (case A), the transient grating experiment with
he probe at the magic angle does not measure population
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ynamics only. Adding a monochromator does not improve
he situation, and there is no angle �p that fixes the prob-
em, even for a single detection frequency. The need for
are in making measurements through a monochromator
as not always been recognized.12

Case G
e can eliminate the problems encountered in case F by

lacing a polarizer set at the magic angle immediately af-
er the sample. We also include the effects of reflections
ff metallic mirrors in this case. The resultant heterodyne
ignal gives pure population dynamics:

SPP��� 	 �R� cos2 �ma + R� sin2 �ma���2 cos2 �ma

+ �2 sin2 �ma�. �22�

imilarly, the transient grating signal contains only the
elevant population-dynamics component. This is in ac-
ord with case C, in which it was shown that changes in
he polarization of the signal light field after the polarizer
o not affect the nature of the signal. If mirrors are in-
luded in the setup, as they are in the calculation, it is
ecessary to place the polarizer immediately after the
ample before any mirrors to prevent occurrence of the
roblem delineated in case E.

Case H
o complete the discussion of the polarization-selective
ptics, we considered placing the polarizer after the
onochromator. As can be seen for this case from Table 1,

or both the pump–probe and transient grating experi-
ents the resultant signals do not give pure population

ynamics.

Case I
e include here one more situation that might be miscon-

trued to be the equivalent of a true magic angle experi-
ent. We consider the case in which the probe’s polariza-

ion is set at an angle �N other than the magic angle but a
olarizer placed after the sample is set at the magic
ngle. This case is similar to the situation in case C, ex-
ept for the incoming probe polarization. It can be seen
rom the entires in Table 1 that the resultant signals do
ot yield solely population dynamics. Therefore setting
he analyzing polarizer to the magic angle does not guar-
ntee magic angle detection. However, we note here as an
cademic exercise that, given an analyzing polarizer set
t an angle �M, there will be a probe polarization angle �N
hat yields that magic angle condition if the following con-
ition is satisfied:

tan �M tan �N = 2. �23�

. POLARIZATION-SELECTIVE
XPERIMENTS TO MEASURE
RIENTATIONAL DYNAMICS
ne of the most useful applications of polarization spec-

roscopy is the measurement of molecular orientational
ynamics in liquids. The orientational dynamics are ob-
ained from two sets of experiments that determine R ���
�
nd R���� separately. Then the orientational correlation
unction for a dipole transition, C2���, is related to R����
nd R���� by the expression

2

5
C2��� =

R���� − R����

R���� + 2R����
. �24�

easuring R���� and R���� can also provide the
opulation-only dynamics according to relation (12). One
ay to determine R���� and R���� is to use a probe pulse
ith a polarization at angle �pi other than parallel or per-
endicular (usually 45°). An analyzing polarizer before
he detector set at angle �A=0° [90°] will select the paral-
el [perpendicular] component and measure R���� �R�����
nly.6 The question arises as to whether the position of
he polarizer along the optical path will affect the nature
f the signal that is detected. Consider the situation like
hat of case H in Section 2. To measure R���� we set the
nalyzing polarizer at �A=0°. The resultant signal field is

E� sf = P��A = 0 ° �TMEsi��,�pi� = �� exp�i��R����cos �A

0 � ,

�25�

nd the resultant probe field is

E� pf = P��A = 0 ° �TMEsi��,�pi� = �� exp�i��cos �A

0 � .

�26�

oth heterodyne (pump–probe) and homodyne (transient
rating) detection of the signal yields a clean measure-
ent of the time dependence of R����. The same holds true

or the measurement of the time dependence of R���� with
he analyzing polarizer set at �A=90°. It is important to
ecognize that, for the pump–probe experiment, R���� and
���� are multiplied by the time-independent constants
2 cos2 �A and �2 cos2 �A, respectively [Eq. (5)]. To use Eq.

24) we normalize out these factors by measuring the am-
litudes of the probe with the detector in the absence of a
ignal with the polarizer set to parallel and to perpen-
icular. The required amplitudes can be measured either
ith the pump blocked or with delay � set before �=0. For

ransient grating experiments, R�
2��� and R�

2��� are mea-
ured. Then the square root of these quantities must be
aken before we use Eq. (24).

For the detection to be clean, the optical elements be-
ore the polarizer cannot mix the parallel and perpendicu-
ar components of the light field. This condition is equiva-
ent to the statement that the off-diagonal elements of the
perator matrices involved must be zero. This condition is
ulfilled for the analyzing polarizer adjusted to �A=0°,
0°, the angles needed to detect R���� and R����, respec-
ively. The same condition of having only diagonal ele-
ents also guarantees that the operator matrix of the

nalyzing polarizers adjusted to �A=0°, 90°, P��A=0° �,
nd P��A=90° � commutes with the operators M and T,
hich similarly have only diagonal elements. Therefore,

o obtain the correct time dependence of R���� or R���� we
an place the polarizer anywhere along the beam path.
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ptics such as mirrors or a diffraction grating, placed be-
ore or after the polarizer, will not change the measured
ime dependence.

. CONCLUDING REMARKS
sing Jones matrix calculus, we have analyzed the type

f signal measured by polarization spectroscopies for vari-
us realistic experimental situations. The polarization
pectroscopies analyzed are pump–probe and transient
rating experiments designed to recover both the orienta-
ional and the population dynamics of a sample. For
agic angle experiments, a transient grating experiment
ill yield a pure population-dynamics signal only if there

s an analyzing polarizer placed immediately after the
ample set at the magic angle. Without the analyzing po-
arizer, the signal will be contaminated by contributions
rom orientational dynamics. Such is not the case for
agic angle pump–probe experiments in which an ana-

yzing polarizer after the sample is not required if there
re no polarization-selective optics, such as a diffraction
rating, between the sample and the detector. However,
or a pump–probe experiment with polarization-selective
ptics in the optical path following the sample, an analyz-
ng polarizer at the magic angle must be used, and it is
ssential that the polarizer be placed immediately after
he sample. For experiments that measure orientational
elaxation as well as population relaxation by separately
easuring the orientational response function R���� and
����, the requirements are not so stringent. The position
long the beam path of the analyzing polarizer following
he sample is not critical for obtaining clean measure-
ents of the time dependence of R���� and R����.
We have provided a straightforward and rigorous

ramework in which to analyze and determine how effec-
ive a particular implementation of a polarization-
elective spectroscopy experiment is for measuring the
esired quantity. Although we have treated only certain
pecific experimental situations, the method is general.
he forms of the Jones matrices that have been presented

or various optical components can be used to investigate
ny combination of optical components. For example,
hile we determined the influence of the phase shift be-

ween S and P polarization that is introduced by reflec-
ion from a mirror, we did not explicitly consider the fact
hat mirrors do not reflect S and P polarization identi-
ally. If there are many mirrors in the optical path, the
ifference in reflectivity can become significant. The dif-
erence in mirror reflectivity can be treated by use of the

matrix [Eq. (5)] for polarization-selective optical ele-
ents. The approach presented here will help experimen-

alists to avoid the types of pitfall that have been illus-
rated above.
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